
Football   Ra�e  
Time   Frame :   September    9 th   -   December    23 rd  

How   Played :   

Pricing :    3    squares   for   $ 100   for    16   games  

1. $ 10    donation   is   good   for   1   square   and   1   game   per   Monday  

2. Money   is   to   be   collected    prior    to   choosing   squares  

Score   Sheets :   Score   sheets   will   be   a    10    x    10    grid   with   numbers   along   the  

top   and   left   sides   in   a   random   order   from    0-9  

1. Numbers   will   be   determined   by   a   volunteer   randomly   drawing   from  

a   small   deck   of   cards,    0-9    ,   at   the   post    30    minutes   prior   to   start   of  

each   game   and   posted   on   the   website,   at   which   point   square  

sales/selection   ceases  

2. New   score   sheets   presented   each   Monday  

3. Home   Team   will   be   on   the   top   side;   Visitor   Team   will   be   down   the  

left   side  

Winning   Numbers :   Determined   by   the    last    digit   in   each   teams’   final   score   

1. Winning   numbers   will   be   formatted   as   (column,   row)   with   Home  

being   the   column,   and   Visitor   as   the   row  

 

Key   Notes/Special   Cases :   

1. If   there   are    2    games   that   play   on   Monday   night,   the   earliest   game   is   chosen  

2. Square   sales/selection   will   cease   once   the   numbers   for   the   score   sheets  

have   been   drawn   and   posted   on   the   website  

3. Half   time   pay   out   is   $25,   final   pay   out   is   $75  

4. There   are    16    Mondays   during   the   season,   which   means   there   are    32  

opportunities   to   win!!!   (Need   not   be   present   to   win)  

a. Winners   must   pick   up   their   prize   within    30    days  

5. If   the   winning   scores   correspond   to   an   empty   square,   the   numbers   for   the  

columns   and   rows   will   be   redrawn   until   a   winner   is   determined  


